Super Bowl Prophecy: Will Obama Cancel the Election?
On this program I want to talk about one more amazing prophecy which
Almighty God has given to us about our President, Barack Obama, and
I believe He did this through the Super Bowl, and it's not unusual for
God to give us prophecies through major news headlines such as the
Super Bowl. And, of course, God has revealed a great deal to us about
Barack Obama in Bible prophecy.
Before I get into that, though, I want to clear up a few misconceptions
about last week's program where God gave us one more warning about
Barack Obama, and that was through the tragic death of the singer,
Whitney Houston. Let me quickly review that program because it is a
fascinating prophecy from Almighty God, and the name "Whitney
Houston” contains the name "White House" (WH) itself.

She died at the age of 48, which includes Barack Obama's number of
444 because 8 can be expressed as 4 plus 4. And another YouTuber,
by the way, pointed out to me that Barack Obama was born on 8/4
which is the reverse of 48; and Whitney Houston was born on the 9th of
a month and she died on the 11th of a month.
I was accused of exploiting her death and I was saying that God caused
Whitney Houston to die, but that's not true; I never said that. God uses
these events, which are tragic and which are caused by human failure,
to give prophecy. God does not cause the events but he uses them.
And people say that is not Christian but Jesus himself used such an
event in the Bible. Let's take a look at Luke, chapter 13, verses 4 - 5,
where Jesus talks about the tragic fall of a tower at Siloam and how it
killed 18 people.
Now, God did not cause this tower to fall; it was a human failure. But
Jesus uses this as a warning to his listeners as He says: "or those
eighteen, on whom the tower in Siloam fell, and killed them, do you
think that they were sinners above all men that dwelled in
Jerusalem? I tell you, no, but, unless you repent, you shall all
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likewise perish”. So, Jesus uses this tragic death of the 18 people in
Siloam to illustrate that all of us must repent and he did the same with
Whitney Houston! Notice, Jesus does not condemn those 18 people
who died. He warns the people; he tells them they were not any more
guilty than the rest of you.
And, the same with Whitney Houston. A lot of people say she died of a
drug overdose but that has not been determined. There has been no
official determination of Whitney Houston's death. But, even if she did
die of her own frailty, that does not take away from the prophetic
warning. The death of Whitney Houston was very similar to the death of
those 18 of the tower of Siloam. And please note:18 is an end times
number. This is a prophecy which Jesus gave about our own time. 18
can be expressed as 6 plus 6 plus 6. God is warning us in both cases:
unless we repent the same is going to happen to us.
And, I believe, God has given us another extremely important warning
about President Barack Obama in this year's Super Bowl because the
winning touchdown was scored by number “44", and as you, I'm sure,
know by now, Barack Obama's number in Bible prophecy is 44. As I
predicted, 4 years ago before the last election in 2008, Obama would be
our 44th president elected on the 4th of November because he is the
"Leopard", as found in Daniel chapter seven, which has 4 heads and 4
wings.

He is also the Lion, as found in Jeremiah 50, verse 44. And also he was
born on August 4th, under the sign of Leo.
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And, don't forget the amazing prophecy of two years ago when 4 sisters
gave birth to 4 babies in 4 days! And this was in Barack Obama's
hometown of Chicago the very same weekend that he went there to
celebrate his birthday. Another fascinating incident occurred when
Barack Obama accepted the Nobel peace prize because he used the
word "war" 44 times! So now, we come up to the Super Bowl. What is
the significance of the player, whose number was 44, who scored the
winning touchdown?
As I'm sure you know, this year's Super Bowl was between the Giants
and the Patriots. The term “giant" comes from the Bible, it is a Biblical
term. It refers to the offspring between the fallen angels, or demons,
and human beings. They were an evil race. And they defeated, in the
Super Bowl, the Patriots, who represent the United States; they were
the Americans. I believe this is a prophecy of "evil" defeating America.
We will be overrun by demons. And the winning touchdown was scored
by number 44, who symbolizes Barack Obama. I believe this is a
prophecy of this fall's election. Please note, that in that clip, which I'm
sure you've also seen, they're all over YouTube, the number 44 scored
the winning touchdown without any contest from the other team; they let
him score. He was not touched.
And, it's very interesting that, when he scored, he tried to stop himself,
because he realized that the other team was letting him score, and he
turned around at the goal line, and fell backwards into the end zone.
What does all this signify? The fact that number 44 scored the winning
touchdown uncontested indicates that there will either not be an election
this fall; there will be no real contest, or Obama's opponent will be so
weak that it will be a huge landslide; it will again be "no contest”. And
why did the player fall backwards into the end zone? This is also
significant and I'm not exactly sure what it means, maybe some of you
in my audience can help me out. Somehow, I believe it shows that
Barack Obama's victory will be phony or illegitimate in some way.
Now, I don't want to offend you Giant fans because, of course, the New
York Giants come from my state, and they did not choose that name
because "giants" symbolize evil beings, but because the "giants"
represent super strength, or power, or something like that. But, it is
interesting to note, that the Giants also won 4 years ago when Obama
was elected, and this year was their 4th championship.
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